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Abstrat. We study bisimulation invariane over �nite strutures. This inves-

tigation leads to a new, quite elementary proof of the van Benthem-Rosen hara-

terisation of basi modal logi as the bisimulation invariant fragment of �rst-order

logi. The rami�ation of this haraterisation for the �ner notion of global two-

way bisimulation equivalene is based on bisimulation respeting onstrutions of

models that reover in �nite models some of the desirable properties of the usually

in�nite bisimilar unravellings.

x1. Introdution and preliminaries. Model theory|understood in

the broad sense of the study of the expressive power of logial languages

and de�nability of strutural properties, or the interplay between syntax

(language) and semantis (strutural properties)|has appliations in many

areas. Many of these fall outside the realm of `lassial' logi and model

theory, beause any reasonably mature appliation area omes with its

own pre-de�ned notion of what are its relevant strutures and whih are

the relevant strutural properties for its purposes. Deisions about syntax

and semantis should be subordinate to the mathematial modelling that

aptures the essene of the appliation by delineating the lass of strutural

properties that matter.

First and foremost these deisions onern the lass of strutures to be

onsidered (ertain lasses of algebras or relational strutures, possibly just

�nite strutures of a ertain kind, et.); and a notion of equivalene between

strutures (isomorphism, elementary equivalene, bisimulation equivalene,

et.). While the lass of strutures depends on what is to be modelled,

the aompanying notion of equivalene depends on the oarseness of this

modelling, or its level of abstration. Classial algebra, for instane, would

typially onsider the lass of all algebras of a ertain type, and analyse

them up to isomorphism. Classial model theory is onerned with lasses
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of all strutures of a ertain type, onsidered up to elementary equivalene.

In fat, lassial model theory to a large extent an be understood as an

exploration of elementary equivalene (�rst-order logi) and its relationship

to isomorphism (algebra). Finite model theory on the other hand restrits

its domain to just the �nite strutures of ertain type, under a variety

of equivalenes that are oarser than elementary equivalene. Elementary

equivalene is of no partiular interest sine over �nite strutures it o-

inides with isomorphism. Apart from equivalenes like bounded-variable

elementary equivalene, whih are partly motivated as appropriate teh-

nial substitutes for elementary equivalene in this setting, other notions

of equivalene are motivated by spei� requirements from appliation do-

mains in the above sense. One suh domain is the theoretial study of

the behaviour of omputational proesses, whih has long been a fruitful

domain of interation between logi and omputer siene.

Transition systems are edge and vertex oloured direted graphs, i.e. re-

lational strutures A = (A;E

A

; : : : ; P

A

; : : : ) in a voabulary onsisting of

unary prediates P and binary relations E. Intuitively the elements of the

universe A of A model the states, the unary P desribe atomi properties

of states, and the binary edge relations E formalise direted transitions

from state to state.

1

In as far as possible behaviours are onerned, one is

interested in transition systems not up to isomorphism but up to bisimula-

tion equivalene. In fat bisimulation equivalene was, apparently indepen-

dently, isolated as an adequate notion of equivalene both in the ontext

of proess analysis [11, 20℄ (where the term bisimulation was oined), and

in the Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e analysis of Kripke strutures for propositional

modal logis [23, 24℄ (under the name of zig-zag equivalene). The om-

mon domain of modal model theory is that of transition systems (or Kripke

strutures) up to bisimulation equivalene, or the model theory of bisim-

ulation invariane. Of ourse this an be further rami�ed, aording to

whether, for instane, we want to onsider the domain of all transition

systems, or restrit to the sublass of �nite transition systems (proess be-

haviours in �nite state systems), or other sublasses (e.g., onneted, �nite

and onneted, et). Generally one an expet any suh domain to have

its own harateristi avour of model theory, equally dependent on the

lass of strutures as on the notion of equivalene. The modal domain and

its rami�ations provide a partiularly suessful example of spei� model

theoreti tehniques and results, both lassially (all strutures) and in the

sense of �nite model theory (just �nite strutures). An aspet partiu-

larly relevant to omputer siene appliations is that within the modal

1

Formally there is no distintion between this setting and that of relational formal-

isations of Kripke strutures for propositional modal logi with atomi propositions P

and aessibility relations E between possible worlds a 2 A.
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domain there are logis whose expressive power goes far beyond that of

�rst-order logi while still being algorithmially very tratable. Tratabil-

ity here mainly onerns deidability of the satis�ability problem and feasi-

ble model heking omplexities. Indeed, bisimulation invariane itself and

some of its immediate model theoreti onsequenes, like the tree model

property, an aount for these good algorithmi features.

A fundamental issue in every rami�ation of model theory for a partiular

hoie of strutures and equivalene is the quest for expressive omplete-

ness. A logi is expressively omplete for a lass of strutural properties

if it preisely expresses just these strutural properties. Basi modal logi

is expressively omplete for the lass of bisimulation invariant �rst-order

properties over the lass of all transition systems (van Benthem's theorem,

Theorem 2.1 below). In other words, basi modal logi is the `�rst-order

logi for the modal domain'. One of the most important proess logis,

the modal �-alulus whih extends basi modal logi by means of least

and greatest �xed points is similarly known to be expressively omplete for

preisely the bisimulation invariant monadi seond-order properties, by a

well known theorem of Janin and Walukiewiz [14℄.

On the tehnial side, a model theory for a spei� domain will always

have its harateristi tehniques for onstruting and transforming mod-

els, in aordane with the underlying equivalene. Bisimulation preserv-

ing onstrutions in the domain of all, �nite and in�nite, transition systems

mostly enter on tree models that are naturally obtained as bisimilar unrav-

ellings of arbitrary transitions systems. Most of our tehnial ontributions

here revolve around bisimulation preserving model onstrutions in �nite

models, where unravellings no longer work. It is a harateristi feature

of �nite model theory in general that model onstrutions and transforma-

tions tend to be ombinatorially more involved simply beause the result

is required to remain �nite. This is also true of modal �nite model theory.

In the rest of this setion, we provide some of the basi de�nitions and �x

some notation. Muh of it an safely be skipped by readers familiar with the

fundamentals of Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e games and equivalenes, bisimulation

games and equivalenes, and with basi modal logi.

We typially write A = (A;E

A

; : : : ; P

A

; : : : ) for a struture with universe

A, binary prediates E

A

, : : : , and unary prediates P

A

, : : : ; supersripts

A

are dropped where inessential. Often a distinguished node or parameter

a 2 A is indiated as in A; a.

We want to see bisimulation equivalene both as a notion of behavioural

equivalene between transition systems or|more lassially|as the equiv-

alene indued by the in�nite Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e game whose moves ap-

ture the relativised pattern of modal quanti�ation.
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1.1. Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e games. Reall the lassial Ehrenfeuht-

Fra��ss�e haraterisation of elementary equivalene (see [7, 6, 21℄ for text-

book treatments). The game is played by two players over the two stru-

tures, A and B, that are to be ompared. In eah round of the game

the �rst player marks an element of one of the strutures (his hoie) and

the seond player responds by seleting an element in the opposite stru-

ture. After k rounds, k elements will have been individually marked in

eah struture: we denote the resulting on�guration as A; a

1

; : : : ; a

k

ver-

sus B; b

1

; : : : ; b

k

, where (a

i

; b

i

) is the pair of elements marked in round i.

It is the seond player's task to maintain similarity between the two sides:

she loses as soon as the orrespondene f(a

1

; b

1

); : : : ; (a

k

; b

k

)g stops being

a loal isomorphism.

2

The well known Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e Theorem says that the seond player

has a winning strategy for q rounds in this game i� A and B annot be

distinguished by FO-sentenes of quanti�er rank q, A �

q

B. Algebraially

or ombinatorially the existene of a winning strategy for the seond player

in the q round game, A '

q

B, is aptured in a bak-and-forth system of

depth q of loal isomorphisms.

A winning strategy in the unbounded game with an in�nite suession of

rounds in whih the seond player needs to maintain a partial isomorphism

haraterises equivalene in the in�nitary logi L

1!

, A �

1!

B (Karp's

Theorem). The orresponding ombinatorial notion of partial isomorphy

between strutures, A '

part

B, preisely aptures the existene of suh a

winning strategy as a single bak-and-forth system of loal isomorphisms.

All these notions naturally extend to strutures with parameters, whih

may be thought of as elements marked before the start of the game.

It is natural to introdue bisimulation equivalene in this game ontext.

1.2. Bisimulation games. The bisimulation game on transition sys-

tems A; a and B; b is played by two players as above, but now only one

marked element in eah struture is kept. Initially the marked elements

are the distinguished nodes a and b. In eah round the �rst player se-

lets one of the strutures and one of the transitions available from the

marked element in that struture and moves the marker along this tran-

sition to its target element; the seond player has to respond by moving

the marker in the opposite struture along a orresponding transition, and

she loses if she annot move (for lak of an appropriate transition) or if the

marked elements do not satisfy exatly the same unary prediates. Clearly

the existene of a winning strategy for the seond player an be aptured

by a bak-and-forth system of pairs in A � B. More preisely, for the

2

We follow [21℄ in using the more natural name of loal isomorphisms for what the

older literature alls partial isomorphisms: partial maps that are isomorphisms between

the substrutures indued on their domain and range.
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unbounded game the existene of a strategy orresponds to one system

Z � A�B with (a; b) 2 Z (for initialisation in the distinguished elements),

with a

0

2 P

A

, b

0

2 P

B

for all (a

0

; b

0

) 2 Z and all unary prediates P ,

and satisfying the usual bak-and-forth onditions:

forth: for all binary E and for all (a

0

; b

0

) 2 Z and all a

00

suh that

(a

0

; a

00

) 2 E

A

there is some b

00

suh that (b

0

; b

00

) 2 E

B

and (a

00

; b

00

) 2 Z.

bak : for all binary E and for all (a

0

; b

0

) 2 Z and all b

00

suh that (b

0

; b

00

) 2

E

B

there is some a

00

suh that (a

0

; a

00

) 2 E

A

and (a

00

; b

00

) 2 Z.

Definition 1.1. Two strutures are bisimilar, A; a � B; b, if and only if

the seond player has a winning strategy in the unbounded game starting

from A; a and B; b; equivalently, if there is a bak-and-forth system Z with

(a; b) 2 Z.

Similarly we may onsider an `-round bisimulation game. The formalisa-

tion of a winning strategy takes the form of a depth ` strati�ed bak-and-

forth system, (Z

i

)

06i6`

, with (a; b) 2 Z

`

and bak-and-forth onditions that

orrespondingly guarantee the existene of (a

00

; b

00

) 2 Z

i�1

for (a

0

; b

0

) 2 Z

i

.

We write A; a �

`

B; b if there is suh, i.e., if the seond player has a strategy

to survive for ` rounds in the game on A; a and B; b.

Definition 1.2. We write A; a �

`

B; b and speak of `-bisimulation

equivalene if the seond player has a winning strategy in the `-round

bisimulation game from A; a and B; b; or, equivalently if there is a strati�ed

bak-and-forth systems of depth `, with (a; b) 2 Z

`

.

Some variations of basi bisimulation equivalene will be onsidered in

Setion 4.

1.3. Basi modal logi. When omparing the bisimulation game with

the usual FO Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e game, we see that the severe restrition of

moves in the bisimulation game orresponds to restrited aess to elements

through quanti�ation. Any move is bound to the urrent position via a

transition along some spei� binary edge prediate E, in preisely the way

that is aptured by the modal operators hEi and their duals [E℄. These

may be transribed into relativised �rst-order quanti�ers aording to

�

hEi'

�

(x) � 9y

�

Exy ^ '(y)

�

;

�

[E℄'

�

(x) � 8y

�

Exy ! '(y)

�

:

(1)

For us, basi modal logi ML is exatly the fragment of FO onsisting of

all FO-formulae in a single free variable in whih all quanti�ations take

the form of hEi and [E℄ for binary prediates E.

Definition 1.3. We denote basi modal logi as ML, and regard it as a

fragment of �rst-order logi, syntatially generated from atomi formulae

Px, where P is unary, as the losure under Boolean onnetives and modal

quanti�ation aording to (1) for all binary prediates E.
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1.4. Unravellings. By the modal domain we mean the world of transi-

tion systems onsidered up to bisimulation equivalene. One may pass from

any given transition system to one of its bisimilar ompanions that is most

onvenient for the task at hand. For a wide variety of suh tasks tree mod-

els|transition systems based on trees rather than arbitrary graphs|are

very suitable and it is not hard to obtain bisimilar ompanion strutures

that are trees for any given transition system, by a simple proess of un-

ravelling.

The unravelling of A; a has as its universe all direted �nite paths em-

anating from a in A; unary prediates are interpreted so as to put a path

a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

`

, where a

0

= a, into P i� a

`

2 P

A

; and there is an E-edge from

a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

`

preisely to all a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

`

; a

`+1

for whih (a

`

; a

`+1

) 2 E

A

.

The natural projetion that assoiates a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

`

7! a

`

indues a bisim-

ulation with A; a.

Thanks to this universal availability of bisimilar ompanions that are

trees, any bisimulation invariant model theoreti issue about arbitrary tran-

sition systems is immediately redued to the model theory of trees. One

an hardly overestimate the sope and suess of this approah. To mention

but the most obvious appliation, we may onsider satis�ability issues for

logis that are preserved under bisimulation (e.g., basi modal logi ML,

but also omputation tree logi or the modal �-alulus|the latter two

fragments of monadi seond-order logi that reah outside FO). By bisim-

ulation invariane a formula is satis�able if and only if it is satis�able in a

tree model: any bisimulation invariant logi enjoys the tree model property.

Satis�ability in a tree model an be formalised as a monadi seond-order

fat about trees, for eah of the logis mentioned. Hene, Rabin's Theorem

on the deidability of the monadi seond-order theory of trees immediately

yields deidability results. Quite often the omplexity of the satis�ability

problem for bisimulation invariant logis an moreover be pinpointed with

translations into emptiness problems for suitable tree-automata. As Vardi

argues in [25℄ the tree model property (rather than the �nite model prop-

erty) aounts for the robust deidability of logis for the modal domain

(also ompare [9℄).

Unravellings, however, rarely work for the purpose of �nite model theory,

simply beause any unravelling of a transition system with direted yles

will be in�nite; indeed, ayliity and �niteness are mutually exlusive in

bisimilar ompanions of any system with direted yles. In setion 4 we

shall spei�ally deal with ertain quali�ed analogues of unravellings that

work in �nite model theory.

1.5. Partial unravellings. One rather simplisti loal analogue that

an also be useful is provided by partial unravellings that unravel the given
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struture to a ertain depth from its distinguished node, merged into iso-

morphi opies of the given struture. The depth ` unravelling of A; a

provides a struture bisimilar with A; a whih is tree-like inside a radius

` from the distinguished node. We restrit the full unravelling of A; a to

all nodes whose distane is at most ` from the root, and identify any node

of the form a = a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

`

= b with the node orresponding to b in a

new isomorphi opy of A; b. Note that the resulting bisimilar ompanion

struture is �nite for �nite A, and ayli at least up to depth ` from a.

x2. The van Benthem-Rosen haraterisation. The lassial ver-

sion of the haraterisation theorem that links ML with bisimulation invari-

ane is the following, due to van Benthem [23, 24℄. We hoose a formulation

that highlights the harder diretion of the equivalene, namely the onverse

of the semanti preservation property.

Theorem 2.1 (van Benthem). FO=� � ML: any �rst-order formula

'(x) that is invariant under bisimulation is equivalent to a formula of basi

modal logi, and vie versa.

Clearly this theorem an be read in two di�erent ways. We may take

it as a semanti haraterisation of the modal fragment inside FO, in the

spirit of the lassial model theoreti preservation theorems (noting that

as with those, the preservation statement is not the interesting diretion

of the stated equivalene). Alternatively, we may see it as a provision of

e�etive syntax for the bisimulation invariant FO-properties. The full set

of FO-formulae that are bisimulation invariant annot be the answer, sine

bisimulation invariane of FO formulae is not deidable. The essene of the

haraterisation theorem, therefore, is that ML is a logi that is expressively

omplete for bisimulation invariant FO.

The �nite model theory version of this haraterisation result (f. The-

orem 2.4 below) is not an immediate onsequene of the lassial version,

sine there are �rst-order formulae that are bisimulation invariant over

�nite strutures without being bisimulation invariant over all strutures.

Trivial examples an be generated with the use of some in�nity axiom. Let

for instane  be the �rst-order sentene that asserts that the binary re-

lation R is a linear ordering without maximal element. Then any formula

of the form  ^ '(x) is trivially bisimulation invariant over �nite stru-

tures, but not bisimulation invariant over in�nite strutures unless '(x) is

unsatis�able in any model of  .

Interestingly, many lassial haraterisation theorems fail in the sense

of �nite model theory. For instane, the lassial haraterisation of FO

2

,

seemingly a lose relative to modal logis [10℄, as the 2-pebble game in-

variant fragment of �rst-order logi, fails in �nite model theory. Indeed,

the �rst-order sentene (in three variables) that says of a binary relation R
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that it is a linear order of the universe, is invariant under 2-pebble game

equivalene in restrition to �nite strutures (but not in general)|and it is

easy to see that no �rst-order sentene with just two variables is equivalent

to it over all �nite strutures. Compare also [3℄, and, e.g., Example 1.12 in

[16℄. Failures like this are only to be expeted of ourse, sine the typial

tools of lassial model theory and most notably the ompatness theorem

for FO fail in restrition to �nite strutures [6℄.

2.1. Generi lassial proof. The lassial proof of van Benthem's

theorem makes use of ompatness and saturation tehniques that essen-

tially involve in�nite models. Suppose more generally that we are dealing

with any equivalene relation � between strutures (like some unbounded

Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e game equivalene) with �nitary approximations �

`

(the orresponding `-round approximants). Let L � FO be a syntati

fragment of �rst-order logi strati�ed aording to L =

S

`

L

`

, with eah

L

`

losed under disjuntion, and related to the �

`

and � suh that

(i) the �

`

form a hain of suessive re�nements �

0

��

1

� � � � ��.

(ii) eah L

`

is preserved under �

`

.

(iii) �

`

has �nite index and eah�

`

lass is de�nable by a formula of L

`

.

Typially, the L

`

would orrespond to levels of L de�ned in terms of

some suitable notion of quanti�er rank, and the formulae for (iii) are the

Hintikka formulae assoiated with the Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e analysis. In fat

(ii) and (iii) imply that any L-fomula is equivalent to a �nite disjuntion

over suh Hintikka formulae, thus providing a syntati normal form.

For ' 2 FO onsider the following two statements:

' � invariant() ' expressible in L.(2)

' � invariant =) ' �

`

invariant for some `.(3)

FO=� � L preisely means that (2) holds for all '.

Proposition 2.2. Given �, �

`

, L and L

`

with (i){(iii), (2) and (3)

are equivalent for every ' 2 FO.

Proof. (2)) (3) follows from (ii). For the onverse impliation we only

need (3) to establish the ruial diretion in (2), that � invariane implies

L-de�nability. But if, by (3), the given ' is in fat�

`

invariant for some `,

then we may use losure under disjuntion and (iii) to equivalently express

' as a disjuntion over the de�ning L

`

formulae of all those�

`

-lasses that

satisfy '. a

Indeed, the haraterisation (2) follows outright if � and its approxi-

mants �

`

further satisfy the following ondition (iv), whih is best seen as

a weak onvergene of the sequene of the �

`

to �. Let �

!

stand for the

ommon re�nement

T

`

�

`

of all the �nite levels �

`

.

(iv) �

`

oinides with � in restrition to !-saturated models.
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This ondition is naturally satis�ed for equivalene relations derived from

Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e games in the indiated manner.

Proposition 2.3. Let �, �

`

, and L =

S

`

L

`

be as above with (i){(iv).

Then FO=� � L.

Proof. We show (3). Assuming, for the sake of ontradition, that '

were not �

`

invariant for any `, we obtain a sequene of models A

`

j= '

and B

`

j= :' with A

`

�

`

B

`

. A simple ompatness argument (or a

straightforward ultraprodut onstrution) allows us to onstrut a pair of

models A j= ' and B j= :' where A �

`

B for all �nite `. For instane

one an argue for �nite satis�ability of the FO-theory

�

�

A

$ �

B

: � 2

L

	

[f'

A

;:'

B

g, where supersripts A and B refer to relativisation to new

unary prediates A and B that delineate sub-universes for the A- and B-

parts, respetively. The substrutures indued on the A- and B-parts of

any model of this theory will provide A and B as desired.

Passing to !-saturated elementary extensions A

1

< A and B

1

< B,

respetively, we have A

1

j= ', B

1

j= :' even though A

1

� A

1

by (iv),

ontraditing � invariane of '. a

The equivalene of (2) and (3) remains valid when interpreted in the sense

of �nite model theory. Moreover, (iv) holds in partiular of �nite strutures

(whih all are !-saturated): �

!

oinides with � in �nite model theory.

Inidentally, this allows us to reformulate the �nite model theory version

of the haraterisation L � FO=� as an instane of ompatness in �nite

model theory, as follows. In �nite model theory, and by the above, �

invariane of ' is aptured by

�

�

A

$ �

B

: � 2 L

	

j= '

A

$ '

B

:

Here we ould moreover restrit the formulae � to the Hintikka formulae

haraterising the �

`

lasses (see ondition (iii) above), for all �nite `.

Similarly, �

`

invariane of ', for �xed level `, is aptured (both lassially

and in �nite model theory) by

�

�

A

$ �

B

: � 2 L

`

	

j= '

A

$ '

B

:

Therefore, the ruial impliation (2)) (3) in �nite model theory beomes

�

�

A

$ �

B

: � 2 L

	

j= '

A

$ '

B

=) for some �nite `:

�

�

A

$ �

B

: � 2 L

`

	

j= '

A

$ '

B

:

(4)

Compatness, of ourse, fails as a general priniple in �nite model theory.

If we look at the (indiret) proof of Proposition 2.3, the strutures A and

B obtained there would typially have to be in�nite, even if based on

sequenes of �nite A

`

and B

`

. And sine � invariane an now only be

assumed in restrition to �nite models, it annot be brought to bear.
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The modal haraterisation theorem itself, however, does go through in

�nite model theory, as shown by Rosen [22℄. In other words, with basi

modal logi of nesting depth ` for L

`

and L = ML, (4) is a valid instane

of ompatness in �nite model theory.

Theorem 2.4 (Rosen). Any �rst-order formula '(x) that is invariant

under bisimulation over �nite strutures is equivalent over �nite strutures

to a formula of basi modal logi, and vie versa.

While the generi lassial proof is rather smooth, it really tells us noth-

ing about the �nite model theory of the matter. The rather more onstru-

tive argument given by Rosen, however, does equally apply to the lassial

version, thus providing a new proof there as well. The same is true of our

new proof of this theorem and of those rami�ations of the van Benthem-

Rosen haraterisation that will onern us in setion 4. Those rami�a-

tions in partiular will give an exemplary insight into ways in whih �nite

model theory tehniques an provide surprising alternatives to lassial ar-

guments.

x3. The van Benthem-Rosen theorem reproved. This setion pro-

vides a self-ontained exposition of an elementary proof of the van Benthem-

Rosen haraterisation, based solely on playing Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e games.

An extended version of the argument an be found in [18℄.

Definition 3.1. Let A be a relational struture. The Gaifman graph

G(A) assoiated with A has universe A and edges (a; a

0

) for any pair of dis-

tint elements that oexist in some relational ground atom of A. Gaifman

distane d on A is the metri indued by ordinary graph distane in G(A):

d(a; a

0

) = ` if ` is the minimal length of a path between a and a

0

in G(A).

Definition 3.2. Let A be a relational struture. The `-neighbourhood

of a in A is the subset U

`

(a) =

�

a

0

2 A : d(a; a

0

) < `

	

.

Definition 3.3. A formula  (x) is `-loal if it is logially equivalent to

its relativisation to U

`

(x).

Gaifman distane d is �rst-order de�nable, in the sense that for every

` there is a �rst-order formula saying that d(x; y) 6 `. For a voabu-

lary onsisting of just unary and binary prediates in partiular, as is the

ase for transition systems, d(x; y) 6 1 is just a disjuntion over x = y

and all Exy _ Eyx for binary E; indutively, d(x; y) 6 ` is expressible as

9z

�

d(x; z) 6 `

1

^ d(z; y) 6 `

2

�

for any ` = `

1

+ `

2

, `

i

> 1. Generally,

Gaifman neighbourhoods are FO-de�nable, and `-loality has an obvious

syntati ounterpart in FO. For a fuller aount of deompositions of

FO formulae into loal formulae see setion 5.1, where Gaifman's Theorem

(Theorem 5.3) will feature prominently.
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Definition 3.4. For two strutures A and B we say that a in A and b in

B are `-loally q-equivalent if A�U

`

(a); a and B�U

`

(b); b are q-elementarily

equivalent, i.e., annot be distinguished by �rst-order formulae of quanti�er

rank q. Symbolially we write

A; a �

(`)

q

B; b:

Of ourse A; a �

(`)

q

B; b may also be haraterised by saying that A; a

and B; b agree on all `-loal FO-formulae of quanti�er rank up to q.

Lemma 3.5. Let '(x) 2 FO be invariant under disjoint sums. Then '

is `-loal for ` = 2

qr(')

.

Proof. Let q := qr('). It suÆes to show that for ` := 2

q

A; a �

(`)

q

B; b =)

�

A j= '[a℄ () B j= '[b℄

�

:

Let A; a �

(`)

q

B; b. As ' is invariant under disjoint sums the desired preser-

vation of ' follows from the following:

q �A+ q �B+ A j= '[a℄ () q �A+ q �B+B j= '[b℄(5)

Here q � A + q � B stands for the disjoint sum of q opies of A and B

eah, also disjoint form the original opies of A and B in whih we take a,

respetively b, to live. Let C := q �A+ q �B denote the ommon part of the

two strutures.

We establish (5) by exhibiting a strategy for the seond player in the

q-round Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e game on C+ A; a versus C+B; b.

After k moves in the game, positions are of the form C+A; a; a

1

; : : : ; a

k

versus C + B; b; b

1

; : : : ; b

k

. Some of the moves will have been played a-

ording to a strategy in the game on A�U

`

(a); a versus B�U

`

(b); b, whih is

available as A; a �

`

q

B; b. Some other moves will have been made aord-

ing to an isomorphi opying strategy into appropriate isomorphi partner

strutures in C. Let us all moves of the �rst kind (played aording to

A; a �U

`

(a) versus B; b �U

`

(b) in the original opies of A and B) lose,

and also refer to the elements a

i

and b

i

marked in those rounds as lose.

Note that in this terminology a

i

is lose i� b

i

is. We let (a

i

)

a

i

lose

and

(b

i

)

b

i

lose

, respetively, stand for the subtuples onsisting of just those ele-

ments that were played `lose' in this sense, in either struture. A ritial

distane related to `loseness' in round k of the game will be `

k

:= 2

q�k

;

note that `

0

= `. Our strategy will be suh that the following onditions

are maintained. After the k-th round:

(i) all lose elements have been played within distane ` � `

k

of a or b,

respetively,

(ii) A�U

`

(a); a; (a

i

)

a

i

lose

�

(`)

q�k

B�U

`

(b); b; (b

i

)

b

i

lose

,
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(iii) if a

i

and b

i

are not lose, then their distane from a (respetively b)

or any other lose element is greater than `

k

,

(iv) if a

i

and b

i

are not lose then there is an isomorphism �

i

between the

opy of A or B in whih a

i

lives and the opy in whih b

i

lives, suh

that �

i

(a

i

) = b

i

,

(v) if a

i

and a

j

(b

i

and b

j

) are both not lose, and d(a

i

; a

j

) 6 `

k

(or

d(b

i

; b

j

) 6 `

k

) then �

i

= �

j

.

It is lear that (i){(v) are satis�ed at the start of the game, for k = 0.

We show how the seond player an maintain these onditions in response

to any next move by the �rst player. If these onditions are maintained

through all q rounds, then the seond player wins: note in partiular that

the non-lose elements are still at a distane greater than `

q

= 1 from the

lose ones, and hene have no relational edges in ommon with those, while

amongst the lose or non-lose elements the validity of the strategy inside

A; a�U

`

(a) and B; b�U

`

(b), or the existene of isomorphisms aording to

(iv) and (v) guarantee that f(a; b); (a

1

; b

1

); : : : (a

q

; b

q

)g is a loal isomor-

phism.

So, how an (i){(v) be maintained? W.l.o.g. assume that the �rst player

makes his (k + 1)st move into the a-struture, hoosing a

k+1

. In order to

advise the seond player on her response we distinguish several ases.

3

Case (A): a

k+1

is at distane greater than `

k+1

from a and all previously

played elements; a

k+1

and b

k+1

are not going to be lose. Consider the

opy of A or B in whih a

k+1

lives in the a-struture. As there are q opies

of A and B in C, at least one hitherto unused opy of the respetive kind

is still available in the b-struture. Pik an isomorphism onto suh a fresh

opy and pik b

k+1

to be the image of a

k+1

under this isomorphism. (i){(v)

are learly maintained.

Case (B): a

k+1

is within distane `

k+1

of some previously played element

that is not lose. Again, a

k+1

and b

k+1

are not going to be lose, but

b

k+1

needs to be hosen aording to requirement (v). Let b

k+1

be the

image of a

k+1

under the isomorphism that works for all the (non-lose)

previously played elements within distane `

k+1

of a

k+1

. (i){(v) are learly

maintained.

Case (C): a

k+1

is within distane `

k+1

of some previously played lose

element; a

k+1

and b

k+1

are going to be lose. Note that ondition (i)

will be satis�ed for a

k+1

: d(a; a

k+1

) 6 ` � `

k

+ `

k+1

= ` � `

k+1

. b

k+1

an be seleted aording to the strategy in A�U

`

(a); a; (a

i

)

a

i

lose

�

(`)

q�k

B�

U

`

(b); b; (b

i

)

b

i

lose

. It remains to argue that ondition (i) also applies to this

b

k+1

. But the game for A�U

`

(a); a; (a

i

)

a

i

lose

�

(`)

q�k

B�U

`

(b); b; (b

i

)

b

i

lose

automatially preserves distanes up to `

k+1

in its �rst round, as d(x; y) 6

3

The three ases are mutually exlusive; for (B) and (C) this omes from (iii).
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2

m

is expressible in quanti�er rank m. Again, (i){(v) are seen to be main-

tained. a

Corollary 3.6. Let '(x) 2 FO be invariant under bisimulation (over

�nite strutures). Then ' is equivalent (over �nite strutures) to an ML-

formula of nesting depth less than 2

qr(')

. This bound is tight: FO an be

exponentially more suint than ML in expressing bisimulation invariant

properties.

Proof. Note that bisimulation invariane in partiular implies invari-

ane under disjoint sums. So '(x) is `-loal for ` = 2

qr(')

, by the previous

lemma. We now want to show that

A; a �

`�1

B; b =)

�

A j= '[a℄ () B j= '[b℄

�

:

By bisimulation invariane (in �nite strutures) we may w.l.o.g. assume

that A�U

`

(a) and B�U

`

(b) are trees: if they are not we pass to depth `

unravellings [in the lassial ase we may of ourse fully unravel even if the

resulting strutures are in�nite℄. With this proviso observe that then

A; a �

`�1

B; b

, A�U

`

(a); a �

`�1

B�U

`

(b); b

) A�U

`

(a); a � B�U

`

(b); b

) A�U

`

(a) j= '[a℄ , B�U

`

(b) j= '[b℄

) A j= '[a℄ , B j= '[b℄

The equivalene between the �rst two lines, as well the impliation to the

third are due to the fat that the `-neighbourhoods enompass all elements

that are reahable from the soure node in `� 1 rounds of the bisimulation

game. The next two impliations use �rst bisimulation invariane, then

`-loality of '.

For the tightness laim it suÆes to onsider the property

Red

q

(x) :

�

a red element is reahable from x

on an E-path of length less than 2

q

in strutures with binary E and unary R for red. Observe that Red

q

(x)

is expressible by an FO-formula '

q

(x) of quanti�er rank q. As auxiliary

formulae we use variants of the distane formulae onsidered in onnetion

with De�nition 3.1 above, but now for distanes along (direted) E-paths:

let Æ(x; y) 6 2

q

be shorthand for the quanti�er rank q formulae gener-

ated from Æ(x; y) 6 2

0

:= x = y _ Exy aording to Æ(x; y) 6 2

q+1

:=

9z

�

Æ(x; z) 6 2

q

^ Æ(z; y) 6 2

q

�

. Now let '

0

(x) = Red(x) and indutively

'

q+1

(x) := 9y

�

d(x; y) 6 2

q

^ '

q

(y)

�

. Clearly '

q

(x) is invariant under

bisimulation (in fat under �

`

for ` = 2

q

� 1), but not invariant under �

`

for any ` < 2

q

� 1, hene not expressible in ML at nesting depth less than

2

q

� 1. a
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x4. Loally ayli overs. We look at stronger variants of bisimu-

lation equivalene and in partiular at global two-way bisimulations. A

bisimulation between A; a and B; b is alled a two-way bisimulation if the

bak-and-forth onditions are also satis�ed w.r.t. to the inverse edge rela-

tions (bakward transitions) E

�1

= f(y; x) : (x; y) 2 Eg. A bisimulation is

global if it pairs every node in A with some node in B, and vie versa.

Definition 4.1. Two-way global bisimulation equivalene, A; a � B; b,

is de�ned like bisimulation equivalene, but on the basis of bak-and-forth

onditions w.r.t. both forward and bakward moves along E-edges, and

with the additional requirement that for every a

0

in A there is some b

0

from

B suh that the seond player has a winning strategy in the game from

A; a

0

and B; b

0

, and vie versa.

Two-way global `-bisimulation, �

`

, is the orresponding approximation,

de�ned in terms of a winning strategy in the `-round game, or in terms of

a strati�ed bak-and-forth system of depth `.

Note that � and �

`

are meaningful also without distinguished nodes, as

in A � B, due to the global nature of these bisimulations.

The passage from ordinary bisimulation to two-way and/or global bisim-

ulation orresponds to the introdution of moves in whih markers are

moved bakwards along edges, and moves in whih markers an be freely

reloated to any element of their struture. In Ehrenfeuht-Fra��ss�e terms

these extra moves apture the power of inverse and universal modalities,

respetively. In �rst-order terms, unonstrained moves orrespond to uni-

versal and existential quanti�ation, 8x'(x) and 9x'(x), whih in the las-

sial modal ontext may be assoiated with modal operators [U ℄ and hUi

where U = A � A is the full binary relation on A. Inverse (bakward)

modalities take the form of

�

hE

�1

i'

�

(x) � 9y

�

Eyx ^ '(y)

�

;

�

[E

�1

℄'

�

(x) � 8y

�

Eyx! '(y)

�

:

Definition 4.2. We denote as ML

�

8

the extension of basi modal logi

by global and inverse modalities.

A haraterisation theorem analogous to van Benthem's obtains. Indeed,

we shall see that this also an be proved in ways that show the same

haraterisation to be valid in �nite model theory: both lassially and in

�nite model theory, the � invariant fragment of �rst-order logi is preisely

aptured by ML

�

8

.

As global quanti�ation learly allows us to jump anywhere inside the

given struture, the tight loalisation to a neighbourhood of the distin-

guished parameter (or free variable) is lost. For model onstrutions this

means that a more global approah, whih treats all nodes and their loal
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neighbourhoods on the same footing, beomes neessary. This is where

approximate, at least loally good, �nite approximations to unravellings

ome into play. As these onsiderations are of some tehnial interest in

their own right, we �rstly isolate these model onstrution issues and then

return to the proof of the above-mentioned haraterisation result as an

appliation.

Definition 4.3. For an onto mapping � :

^

A ! A between transition

systems of the same type:

� is a over of A by

^

A, if

|for every unary prediate P : â 2 P

^

A

, �(â) 2 P

A

,

|for every binary relation E, � provides lifts : if (a; a

0

) 2 E

A

then

there are E-edges in

^

A out of every node â 2 �

�1

(a) and into every node

â

0

2 �

�1

(a

0

).

� is a faithful over if all these lifts are unique.

� is a bisimilar over if its graph f(â; a) : �(â) = ag is a global two-way

bisimulation between

^

A and A.

Note that overs need not be homomorphisms. Unlike bisimilar om-

panions, overs merely provide a kind of one-sided simulation, satisfying

the bak-requirements, but not neessarily the forth-requirements of bisim-

ulations. Bisimilar overs, however, are homomorphisms by virtue of the

forth-requirements. Even bisimilar overs need not be faithful. Faithful

overs always allow unique lifts of (undireted) paths to any node in the

�bre above any given node in the path.

Reall the bisimilar unravellings disussed in setion 1.4. Consider the

unravelling of A; a, based on the set of all paths from a in A; let � be the

natural projetion from this unravelling to A, whih maps a path to the

last vertex on that path. This projetion indues a bisimulation, though

typially not a two-way bisimulation, nor a global one unless every node

of A is reahable from a. Instead of the ordinary (direted) unravelling,

however, we may onsider a two-way unravelling based on all undireted

paths, in whih edges may be traversed bakwards as well as forwards.

The orresponding projetion � indues a two-way bisimulation. Taking

the disjoint union of suh two-way unravellings from at least one element

from eah onneted omponent of A, � beomes a bisimilar over; and

even a faithful bisimilar over if we only admit paths that do not traverse

the same edge in opposite diretions in onseutive steps. In this sense,

two-way unravellings generally an provide faithful bisimilar overs, albeit

typially in�nite ones.

A fuller justi�ation for the following proviso is given, with expliit en-

oding presriptions, in [17, 19℄. The essential steps of the onstrutions

disussed below remain the same but beome somewhat more transparent
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in the restrited setting. The assumption laid out in the proviso an essen-

tially be made without loss of generality, as the onstrution of bisimilar

overs is ompatible with suitable enodings of arbitray edge relations in

strutures that do onform to the proviso.

Proviso 4.4. For the remainder of this setion we assume that there is

just one single, stritly asymmetri edge relation.

We are interested in bisimilar overs of �nite transition systems by �nite

transition systems that are at least loally ayli, i.e., do not have short

(undireted) yles. An undireted yle of length k > 3 in A is a sequene

of nodes a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

k�1

(ylially indexed by Z

k

) suh that for every i

either (a

i

; a

i+1

) or (a

i+1

; a

i

) is an edge and a

i

6= a

i+2

.

Definition 4.5. (i) The girth of a vertex a in a transition system A,

girth(a;A), is the minimal length of an undireted yle through a.

(ii) The girth of a transition system A, girth(A), is the minimal length of

any yle in A.

(iii) A is k-ayli if its girth is at least k.

Note that k-ayliity is related to loal ayliity in the sense that the

restritions of the Gaifman graph of A to `-neighbourhoods of any a 2 A

will be ayli if A is k-ayli for some k > 2`: `-loally one will not see any

(undireted) yles. It is neessary for our purposes to onsider undireted

yles, preisely beause we shall need loal ayliity in the Gaifman graph,

whih orresponds to the symmetrised version of the transition relations.

It may be worth pointing out that short direted yles are muh more

easily avoided. In fat one would merely have to use a trunated partial

unravelling to suÆient depth and introdue new edges from the frontier of

the unravelled part to suitable nodes loser to the root. The point of the

rather more elaborate proofs required for the following theorem is that we

want to avoid even short undireted yles, or short yles in the Gaifman

graph of the desired ompanion struture. Both of the onstrutions given

below supersede the onstrution from [17℄, whih is hyper-exponential in

nature.

Theorem 4.6. For any �xed k > 3: Any �nite transition system A pos-

sesses a faithful bisimilar over � :

^

A ! A by a �nite k-ayli transition

system

^

A. For �xed k, the size of

^

A an be polynomially bounded in terms

of the size of A.

It is lear that the size of any over as stated in the theorem has to be

exponential in k: if ` 6 k=2 then the `-neighbourhood of any â in

^

A is

isomorphi with the `-neighbourhood of �(a) in a two-way unravelling of

A from �(a) (sine both neighbourhoods are ayli and faithful bisimilar

overs of eah other); the size of the latter is in general exponential in `.
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4.1. A game oriented onstrution. We redue the task of �nding

a bisimilar over

^

A to that of �nding faithful overs A

�

that are suitable

loally in the viinity of individual nodes. This onstrution is inspired

by the powerset onstrution in the determinisation of non-deterministi

automata. In the assoiated bisimilar over

^

A we keep trak of all possible

lifts of paths to the faithful over A

�

to make sure that a path in

^

A annot

yle bak as long as at least one of the lifts into A

�

does not. In other

words we need only make sure that at least one `leaf' of the faithful over

A

�

above every node is loally ayli. This onstrution is exponential

and does not yield a polynomial size over; the alternative group theoreti

onstrution indiated below, however, will yield a polynomial size over.

Let � : A

�

! A be a faithful over. It is easy to see that the ardinality

of the �bres �

�1

(a) must be onstant within eah onneted omponent of

A. Indeed, the set of all lifts to A

�

of a single edge (a; a

0

) of A indues a

bijetion between �

�1

(a) and �

�1

(a

0

). For the rest of the onstrution we

assume w.l.o.g. that A is weakly onneted. Let � : A

�

! A be a faithful

over of �nite multipliity N . We obtain a bisimilar over for A as follows.

^

A :=

�

(s : N ! A

�

) : s one-to-one, � Æ s onstant

	

:

The onditions on s say that it is a bijetion between N and some �bre

�

�1

(a); intuitively eah s an be used as an instantaneous desription in

traking all possible positions in a one-sided simulation of A-behaviours in

A

�

. We let � :

^

A! A be the natural projetion indued by �.

In

^

A we now put an edge from s to s

0

i� there is an edge from a := �(s)

to a

0

:= �(s

0

) and if

s

0

Æ s

�1

: �

�1

(a)! �

�1

(a

0

)

is the bijetion indued by the lifts of (a; a

0

) to A

�

. It is now easy to hek

that � :

^

A! A is a faithful bisimilar over.

Moreover, the girth of an element s of

^

A above a = �(s) an be bounded

as follows. If s

0

; s

1

; : : : ; s

k�1

forms an undireted yle of length k at s

0

= s

in

^

A, then s

0

(m); s

1

(m); : : : ; s

k�1

(m) is an undireted yle in A

�

, for every

m 2 N . This is beause eah edge (s

i

(m); s

i+1

(m)) (or its inverse) is a lift

of the edge (�(s

i

); �(s

i+1

)) (or its inverse) to A

�

. As the s

0

(m) list all the

elements in �

�1

(a), the girth of s in

^

A is at lesat as large as the girth of

any of the elements of �

�1

(s) in A

�

:

girth(s;

^

A) > max

�

girth(a

�

;A

�

) : �(a

�

) = �(s)

	

:

It remains to obtain faithful overs A

�

that possess for eah a 2 A at

least one overing element a

�

above a whose `-neighbourhood is ayli

(where ` = dk=2e to make

^

A k-ayli). Sine we are only after overs, not

bisimilar overs, it suÆes to over any omplete tournament of the same

size as A in the required manner|this over will automatially also be good
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for A, up to re-diretion of edges where required. We therefore �x A

n

to be

a omplete tournament on n verties, A

n

=

�

n = f0; : : : ; n� 1g; E =<).

Lemma 4.7. For every `, A

n

admits a �nite faithful over in whih every

vertex is overed by at least one vertex whose `-neighbourhood is ayli.

Proof. Let A := A

n

and �x `. For every i 2 n let A

(i)

be the restrition

of the two-way unravelling of A from i to the (`+1)-neighbourhood of the

root i. We let � : A

(i)

! A be the natural projetion. By the rim of A

(i)

we

mean the set of verties at distane ` from the root vertex i. The desired A

�

will simply be the disjoint union of the A

(i)

for i 2 n with additional edges

joining rim verties. This immediately guarantees that the `-neighbourhood

of the root i in A

(i)

is isomorphi to the `-neighbourhood of i in A

�

, and

therefore ayli. We also denote by � the union of the individual �, de�ned

on the union of the A

(i)

.

The missing edges on the rim an be �lled in arbitrarily in suh a way

that for every i < j: every rim element in �

�1

(i) whih is not already

linked (inside its own A

(i)

that is) to an element in �

�1

(j), is joined to

preisely one other rim element in �

�1

(j) whih is not already linked to an

element in �

�1

(i). This is possible as there are exatly the same number

of rim elements of eah kind aross all the A

(i)

, by symmetry. This turns

� : A

�

! A into a faithful over. a

4.2. A simple group theoreti onstrution. Instead of adherene

to a (bi-)simulation game intuition we may diretly onstrut a bisimilar

over as a bundle over A for whose �bres we use an arbitrary abstrat group.

Using Cayley groups of large girth will produe overs of large girth. This

onstrution has the bene�t of simpliity and, using groups onstruted by

Margulis and Imrih, an also be kept polynomial for eah �xed value of k.

Let G be any group and suppose the edge set E of A is injetively em-

bedded into a subset of G not ontaining both g and g

�1

for any g 2 G.

For simpliity we identify E with a orresponding subset E � G. Let

^

A := A�G; � :

^

A! A the natural projetion.

In

^

A we now put an edge from (a; g) to (a

0

; g

0

) i� (a; a

0

) = e 2 E and

g

0

= g � e. It is obvious that � :

^

A ! A is a faithful bisimilar over. The

girth of

^

A annot be less than the girth of the Cayley graph assoiated

with E � G. This is the graph whose verties are elements of the subgroup

H � G generated by E in G, with an edge between g and g

0

if g

0

= g � h

for some h 2 E [ E

�1

. Again, this relationship between the girths stems

from the fat that any (undireted) yle in

^

A indues a yle in the Cayley

graph.

So in this ase it remains to provide Cayley graphs of large girth, an

issue whih has independently been studied in the ontext of algebrai
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methods in ombinatorial graph theory [1℄. Alon [1℄ attributes to Biggs [4℄

the following simple onstrution of n-regular Cayley graphs of exponen-

tial size for �xed girth. For our purposes, n is the number of generators

and orresponds to jEj. Let T

`

n

be the omplete symmetri tree graph of

degree n and depth `, with a node 0 at the root. Let the edges of T

`

n

be

oloured 1; : : : ; n suh that every internal node is inident with exatly one

edge of eah olour. With olour i assoiate a permutation i : T

`

n

! T

`

n

,

whih swaps all vertex pairs (t; t

0

) that form an edge of olour i. Let G

be the permutation group generated by these n generators. Any non de-

generate omposition of ` generators takes the root to a leaf, whene any

non-degenerate generator sequene that �xes the root must have length

greater than 2`. In other words, the girth of the Cayley graph of G with

respet to generators 1; : : : ; n is greater than 2`.

Slightly more involved expliit group theoreti onstrutions, due to Im-

rih [13℄ and Margulis [15℄, yield smaller Cayley graphs of given degree and

girth. In fat, Imrih's onstrution realises an asymptotially near optimal

dependene of the girth on degree and size. In our ontext, these Cayley

graphs give rise to bisimilar overs whose size is polynomial in the size of

the given struture, for any �xed ayliity k.

Theorem 4.8 (Margulis, Imrih). For every n and ` there are n-regular

Cayley graphs of girth greater than 2` in size O(n

`

),  a �xed onstant.

x5. Charaterising � invariant �rst-order logi.

Theorem 5.1. Both in the sense of lassial and of �nite model the-

ory: FO=� � ML

�

8

. I.e., for any '(x) 2 FO: '(x) is invariant under

global two-way bisimulation (over �nite transition systems) if and only it

is equivalently expressible in ML

�

8

.

While this haraterisation result is exatly as (lassially) expeted, its

proof illustrates several interesting features of the approah inspired by

�nite model theory: the more ombinatorial and also rather more on-

strutive nature of the argument; and a strategy that is exatly orthogonal

to the one in the generi lassial proof (as outlined in Setion 2.1 above;

that proof applies verbatim to the lassial ase of this theorem).

5.1. Gaifman loality. Reall the de�nition of Gaifman distane, Gaif-

man neighbourhoods and `-loal formulae from De�nitions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

Definition 5.2. A subset of A is `-sattered if the mutual distane be-

tween any two distint members of the set is at least 2`.

A basi loal sentene|for some loality radius `, an `-loal formula  (x),

and some n > 1|is a sentene that asserts the existene of an `-sattered

set of size n whose elements all satisfy  .
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The following lassial result of Gaifman [8℄ says that every �rst-order

formula is essentially loal. See [6℄ for a textbook treatment.

Theorem 5.3 (Gaifman). Any �rst-order formula '(x) is equivalent to

one that is a Boolean ombination of loal formulae and basi loal sen-

tenes.

Let us say that a �rst-order formula '(x) has loality rank `, loal quan-

ti�er rank q, and sattering rank n, if it has a representation aording to

Gaifman's theorem in whih all onstituent loal formulae are `-loal, of

quanti�er rank q, and all its basi loal sentenes speak about k-sattered

sets of sizes m, where m 6 n and k 6 `.

Note that Lemma 3.5, in this terminology, says that any '(x) that is

invariant under disjoint sums has loality rank 2

q

, where q = qr(') (=

loal quanti�er rank), and sattering rank 0 (i.e., no basi loal sentenes

are required).

Global (two-way) bisimulation, however, does not imply invariane un-

der disjoint sums. But it still implies invariane under disjoint opies, i.e.,

q �A; a � A; a, where as above q �A stands for the q-fold sum of (isomorphi

opies of) A. The following is the natural rami�ation of Gaifman's theo-

rem for this setting. A detailed proof an be found in [17, 19℄; it applies

Gaifman's theorem and shows how to eliminate onstituents that make

assertions about non-trivial sattered sets.

Proposition 5.4. Both in the sense of lassial and �nite model theory:

if '(x) 2 FO is invariant under disjoint opies, then ' has sattering rank

1, i.e., the only basi loal sentenes needed are plain existentially quanti�ed

loal formulae.

In the following paragraph we use Gaifman loality of a given � in-

variant formula '(x) to apture an approximate, loal level of elementary

equivalene strong enough to preserve '.

5.2. Upgrading `-bisimulation towards elementary equivalene.

Let

_

� be some equivalene relation between strutures, oarser than ele-

mentary equivalene � and serving as an approximation to �. We say that

�

`

an be upgraded to

_

� modulo �, if for any (�nite) A; a�

`

B; b there

are (�nite)

~

A; a� A; a and

~

B; b� B; b suh that

~

A; a

_

�

~

B; b:

A; a

�

`

B; b

� �

~

A; a

_

�

~

B; b

If

_

� is suÆiently strong to preserve '(x), then the diagram shows that

� invariane of ' implies �

`

invariane of '. This is exatly as required
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for Theorem 5.1 aording to the disussion in setion 1; see in partiular

the ruial `ompatness' properties (3) and (4) there.

The approximation levels of � needed in our appliations are the fol-

lowing. The parameters `, q, and n in �

(`)

q;n

are modelled after the levels

of loality rank, loal quanti�er rank, and sattering rank of formulae in

Gaifman form.

Definition 5.5. A; a �

(`)

q;n

B; b if for every k 6 `, for every k-loal

formula  (x) of quanti�er rank q, and for every m 6 n:

(i) A j=  [a℄, B j=  [b℄.

(ii) A has a k-sattered subset of size m for  i� B has.

Note that �

(`)

q

of De�nition 3.4 is reovered in the speial ase of �

(`)

q;0

.

Sine our '(x) is � invariant, and hene invariant under disjoint opies, we

may use Proposition 5.4 to work with sattering rank 1, and in fat with

�

(`)

q;1

where ` is the loality rank, q the loal quanti�er rank of '.

Lemma 5.6. Both lassially and in �nite models, �

`

an be upgraded

modulo � to �

(`)

q;1

, for any q.

Proof. The main step in upgrading is ahieved by using `-loally ayli

overs, whih guarantee ayliity of the relevant `-neighbourhoods in both

overs. There remains an issue of multipliities, however: a �rst-order

formula of quanti�er rank q an distinguish multipliities less than q. We

therefore preede the ayli over onstrution by a proess that boosts

all multipliities to at least q.

Let A; a �

`

B; b be given. Let q 
 A be the transition system over

universe q � A with ((i; a

0

); (j; a

00

)) 2 E

q
A

i� (a

0

; a

00

) 2 E

A

. Clearly

q
A � A. Moreover, all in-degrees and out-degrees in q
A are multiples

of q, and this arries over to any faithful `-ayli bisimilar over

~

A of q
A,

~� :

~

A ! q 
 A. Let � :

~

A ! A be the omposition of ~� with the natural

projetion from q
A toA; we identify a with some element from �

�1

(a) and

learly have A; a �

~

A; a. If

~

B is similarly obtained from B, we laim that

~

A; a �

(`)

q;1

~

B; b. Indeed, it suÆes to show that

~

A; a

0

�

`

~

B; b

0

implies that

~

A�U

`

(a

0

); a

0

�

q

~

B�U

`

(b

0

); b

0

. But this follows with a simple Ehrenfeuht-

Fra��ss�e argument.

~

A�U

`

(a

0

) and

~

B�U

`

(b

0

) are ayli with multipliities

greater than q, and the seond player will always �nd suitable branhes

(new where needed) to respond for q rounds. a

We remark that expliit appeal to Proposition 5.4 an be avoided in the

proof of Theorem 5.1, in favour of a stronger upgrading as follows.

Lemma 5.7. For any n, �

`

an be upgraded to �

(`)

q;n

modulo �, lassially

and in �nite models.
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Proof. Let A; a �

`

B; b. With Lemma 5.6 we �nd (�nite)

^

A � A and

^

B � B suh that

^

A; a �

(`)

q;1

^

B; b. It follows that

~

A; a �

(`)

q;n

~

B; b, if we let

~

A := n �

^

A and

~

B := n �

^

B. Clearly still

~

A; a � A; a and

~

B; b � B; b. a

It is interesting to observe how the onstrutive proof of our harateri-

sation theorem lined out above is truly orthogonal to the generi lassial

proof as skethed in Setion 2.1. Both proofs establish that for any �rst-

order '(x):

' � invariant =) ' �

`

invariant for some `,

f. (3) in Setion 2. The lassial proof would ahieve this (indiretly)

through a ompatness argument that upgrades the sequene of the �

`

,

�rst to its limit �

!

and then to �, and preserves ' in the proess on the

basis of its �rst-order nature. The alternative proof whih also works in

�nite model theory, on the other hand, upgrades �

`

(where ` is the loality

rank of ') to an approximation of elementary equivalene that is suÆient

to preserve ', and preserves ' in the proess beause the entire onstrution

fully respets �.

x6. Outlook and further rami�ations. The proof tehnique illus-

trated above for the haraterisation of the �rst-order logi of properties

invariant under two-way global bisimulation invariane, an be adapted to

work for other related haraterisation results.

Almost as it stands, it an be used to infer a similar haraterisation

of properties of (�nite) transition systems invariant under guarded bisim-

ulation. As shown in [17℄, the lassial haraterisation theorem for the

guarded fragment, due to Andr�eka, van Benthem and N�emeti [2℄, is also

valid over �nite transition systems. It remains open, however, whether a

similar �nite model theory haraterisation obtains also in the setting of

general relational strutures with prediates of arities greater than 2.

In the modal setting, some modi�ations are neessary in order to ob-

tain a similar haraterisation for the interesting lass of properties that

are invariant under global (but forward) bisimulation. As one might ex-

pet, these are aptured preisely by the extension of basi modal logi

by a universal modality. The proof however has to take into aount the

apparent mismath between the inherently symmetri notion of loality in

Gaifman's Theorem and the forward diretion of the notion of bisimulation.

This extension is presented in [19℄.

Another natural lass of transition systems is that of (possibly just �nite)

onneted strutures A; a, i.e., those in whih every node is reahable from

the soure node a. In restrition to suh strutures, the distintion between

global and ordinary bisimulation equivalene is lost. Correspondingly, even

the extension of ML by global quanti�ation is preserved under ordinary
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bisimulation over onneted strutures. A number of related haraterisa-

tion theorems|also w.r.t. other natural frame onditions, and in partiular

transitivity|are explored in [5℄.

The onstrution of ertain kinds of �nite bisimilar overs has also been

suessfully arried out in the general guarded senario, where at least one

aspet of the usually in�nite guarded unravellings of relational strutured

is reovered in a �nite model onstrution. It remains open how muh

ayliity (in the hypergraph theoretial rather than the graph theoretial

sense) an be ahieved in �nite guarded overs. The onstrution given in

[12℄ breaks up liques in the Gaifman graph exatly as an unravelling would.

See [12℄ also for interesting appliations of that onstrution not just to the

�nite model theory of guarded logis, but also to issues of lassial model

theory to do with extension properties for partial isomorphisms in �nite

strutures.
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